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The motivation for generalising the concept of subdifferentials is inspired from
many real world applications involving nonsmooth functions. These generalisations
of the derivative have been used in many applications including optimal control,
mathematical programming and constrained optimisation. They are also very
important tools to derive optimality conditions.

In this thesis, first, we consider optimality conditions for optimisation problems by
introducing new notions of supporting cones, including local and global supporting
cones [2, 6, 7]. In the development of these concepts, we use the notion of
the augmented normal cone that has been frequently considered in the literature.
These introduced concepts of supporting cones together with the so-called weak
subdifferentials are used to derive optimality conditions for local and global optima
[3, 4]. Then, the results obtained are extended to reflexive Banach spaces [8].

Next, optimisation problems for topical functions are investigated. They arise in
a remarkable variety of mathematical disciplines such as matrices over the max-
plus semiring, Leontief substitution systems of mathematical economics, dynamic
programming operators of games and of Markov decision processes and nonlinear
operators arising in matrix scaling problems and demographic modelling. We first
give characterisations of the superdifferential of extended valued topical functions
defined on a semimodule with values in a semifield. Next, as an application, we present
necessary and sufficient conditions for global maxima of the difference of two strictly
topical functions defined on a semimodule by using the superdifferential of extended
valued topical functions [9].
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Finally, we devote the last section to infinite horizon optimisation problems, which
have many applications in real world problems; for example, in capacity expansion,
equipment replacement and production planning. The objective of these problems
is to find a sequence of decisions such that the associated cost over an unbounded
horizon is optimal. In this thesis, we investigate the mathematical formulation for
horizon optimisation that has been commonly studied in the literature. This involves
the description of a mathematical model for a sequence of decisions and associated
costs, as well as the metric in the space of infinite decisions that are used to study
the convergence of the minimising sequence. We also investigate the convergence
of a sequence of trajectories under the assumption that the functional values (total
costs) converge to the optimal value (that is, the minimal total cost). The convergence
is considered in the sense of ideals and the particular case is called statistical
convergence [5].

Moreover, we investigate the optimality condition for the minimum cost of infinite
horizon optimisation by introducing two new notions, contingent cone and upper
contingent derivative. The notion of contingent cone to the set of trajectories in infinite
horizon optimisation problems is introduced. Some important properties of contingent
cones are investigated. Also the notion of upper contingent derivative is introduced,
based on the same idea used in the literature when defining directional derivatives.
Then, optimality conditions are derived in terms of the contingent cone and the upper
contingent derivative [1].
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